
Spring 2020 Course Syllabus 

LDST 340     Late Medieval and Early Modern Leadership: The Tudor Dynasty 

Peter Iver Kaufman pkaufman@richmond.edu; 289-8003 -- 

 

I’m tempted to say that this course will bring you as close as GAME OF THRONES to political 
reality yet far removed from the concerns that animate and assignments that crowd around your 
other courses. We’ll spend the first several weeks sifting what’s been said by and about figures 
who played large parts in establishing the Tudor dynasty from 1485. You received my earlier 
emails and know that you’re responsible for starting what’s been described as a particularly 
venomous account of the reign of the first Tudor monarch, King Henry VII (1485 -1509). 

We’ll discuss your impressions during the first class. You’ll find the schedule for other 
discussions below. 

We meet once each week. Instructor’s presentations, breakout group conversations, film clips, 
plenary discussions, and conferences about term papers should make the time pass somewhat 
quickly and productively. 

Your lively, informed participation will make this class a success. I count on it, and your final 
grades will reflect it (or your absences and failure to prepare thoughtful and coherent responses 
to the assignments). Final grades will be computed on the basis of your performances on the two 
short papers (800 words) that you elect to submit. Papers will be submitted by 10 AM on the day 
of the class in which the topics are scheduled to be discussed. For each paper, you can earn up to 
ten points (10% of your final grade). For the midterm exam, scheduled on April 7th, you can 
earn twenty five (25%). Part or all of the remaining fifty five points will be awarded for your 
term papers, which may be submitted collaboratively and are due on the day and at the time 
reserved for LDST 340’s final exam. A shorter, presentation version of your papers will be 
delivered and discussed on April 14th and 21st. 

 After the week-by-week schedule, you will find a list of possible paper topics. You may select 
one or develop your own, but there’s ample calendar time to confer about the choices you make. 

----------------------------------------------- 

January 14: Read Thomas Penn, THE WINTER KING, pp. 1-146. 

 

January 21: Read Polydore Vergil’s HISTORY and portions of “THE GREAT CHRONICLE” 
(supplied by email) along with WINTER KING, pp. 147-234. During our 1st hour Ms McCulley 
will show you how to access the many primary sources available from the library’s data bases. 

 

January 28: Read “Flamank’s Information” concerning Edmund de la Pole and Calais (supplied 
by email), finish THE WINTER KING; read Steven Gunn’s “Politic History, New Monarchy” 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1468-2281.2009.00492.x ; Sean Cunningham, 
“Loyalty and the Usurper: Recognizances, the Council, and Allegiance under King Henry VII”: 



https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1468-2281.2009.00500.x ; Mark Horowitz, 
“Liberties,” https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1468-2281.2009.00509.x 

 

Paper Prompt: Could Henry VII’s “despotism” be taken as a symptom of his insecurity? 

February 4:   No Class 

 

February 11: Read Susan Brigden’s NEW WORLDS, LOST WORLDS, THE RULE OF THE 
TUDORS and John Guy’s THE TUDORS: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION. Prepare your 
statement of interests for term papers. Also read my “Strange Disappearance of Christopher 
Urswick,” https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2541356.pdf   

 

February 18: Read Dudley’s TREE OF COMMONWEALTH, 
https://www.academia.edu/8158734/The_Tree_of_Commonwealth_by_Edmund_Dudley_edited
_and_with_introduction along with several articles that consider Dudley’s and the king’s role in 
what some consider the corruption during the final years of the reign: Geoffrey Elton’s article, 
“Rapacity and Remorse” https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/3020366.pdf ; J.P. Cooper’s replies, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/3020534.pdf, prompting Elton’s “Restatement” several years 
later, https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/3020379.pdf . Also read Machiavelli’s PRINCE and the 
first book of Thomas More’s UTOPIA, available online. 
 
Paper Prompt: Using the assignments for today, tell me whether and why Elton or Cooper seem 
to you to have offered a more plausible and persuasive analysis of Dudley’s work and his king’s 
final years.  
 
 
February 25: Read Mantel’s WOLF HALL, watch Robert Bolt’s MAN FOR ALL SEASONS 
(the Paul scholfield version), and read my “Dismantling More” (UR Scholarship Repository): 
https://scholarship.richmond.edu/do/search/?q=kaufman&start=0&context=4423237&facet=  
 
 
 
March 3: Read John Stubbes, DISCOVERIE OF A GAPING GULF (EEBO) and my 
“Elizabeth’s Leadership Abroad” (Scholarship repository; see above) 
 
Paper Prompt: Would you say that the queen’s search for a suitable husband determined her 
foreign policy or her foreign policy dtermined her search for a sutable husband?     
  
 
               Mid-term break 
 
 
March 17: No assignment: paper conferences 



 
 
March 24: Read my analysis of Coriolanus, https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/27644767.pdf and 
Chris Fitter’s article on Shakespeare’s take (in 2 Henry VI) on Jack Cade’s popular rebellion on 
electronic reserve. Then read chapters 2, 4, and 5 of Oliver Arnold’s THIRD CITIZEN, available 
as an E-book. 
 
Paper Prompt: Discuss Arnold’s interpretations of Shakespeare’s politics in 2 Henry VI or in 
Coriolanus or in Julius Caesar after you’ve read Fitter, Kaufman, and, of course, after reading 
(or viewing) the play with which you decide to grapple. 
March 31: paper conferences 
 
April 7:  Mid-term exam  
 
April 14, and 21: assignment, presentation, and discussion of presentation versions of your 
papers. 
 
----------------------------- 
 
Possible Topics 

 

Queen Elizabeth’s final decade, roughly from 1590 to her death in 1603 has been 
characterized as a time of commoner “immiseration.” Downturns in the economy, political 
uncertainty (who would succeed England’s virgin queen?), and military setbacks in Ireland, 
Cadiz, and the Azores, which followed the government’s (and climate”s) frustration of the 
ambitions associated with the Spanish Armada. John Guy dubbed this period a second and 
terribly sad Elizabethan age. You might start with his edited volume, The Reign of Elizabeth: 
Court and Culture in the Last Decade or his Elizabeth: The Forgotten Years, but your task 
doesn’t involve a survey of the secondary sources. I’ll ask you to consider why the three popular 
rebellions of that period failed and what contemporaries thought of the failures of the conspiracy 
swirling around fanatical Hackett in 1591, the Oxford uprising in 1596, and the efforts of Robert 
Devereux, Earl of Essex in 1601. Here, you might begin with Richard Cosin, reading selectively 
his account of Hacket in Pretended Reformation (EEOB) or with Shakespeare’s treatment of 
the Jack Cade incident in 2 Henry VI. You’ll find fewer reactions to the Oxford stirs, but the 
Essex “plot” provoked considerable contemporary commentary on The dreadful end of the 
Earl of Essex lately committed prisoner to the Tower. Of the colleagues who’ve usefully 
surveyed the primary sources, Alexandra Walsham and Andy Wood cite the contemporary 
literature you’ll want to consult. And refer to Steve Hindle for information concerning the 
government and social order, State and Social Change. 

 

 Your starting point here is John Knox’s First Blast of the Trumpet against the 
Monstrous Regiment of Women, a screed that was aimed at Queen Mary and (indirectly) 
princess Elizabeth. From here, you may go in several directions, inquiring about the Marian 
regime’s efforts to return England to the papal fold and evaluate the effectiveness of Reginald 



Pole, her principal advisor or tackle the question of gender and monarchy in the last half of the 
sixteenth century more generally. Or you could concentrate on what scholars consider Queen 
Elizabeth I’s efforts to transcend gender and exhibit “the heart and stomach of a king.” In that 
case, Carole Levin’s book Heart and Stomach . . . The Politics of Sex and Power should be 
consulted early and often. Visit http://www.luminarium.org/renlit/elizabib.htm to catch Queen 
Elizabeth addressing parliament or corresponding with fellow sovereigns but take on Donald 
Stump and Susan Felch’s collection of Elizabeth’s prose works and poetry as well. You must 
approach Louis Montrose, The Subject of Elizabeth at some point; as the most sophisticated 
assessment of gender and Elizabethan politics, it would be required here, but it is a tough read, 
therefore, get some of Elizabeth under your belt before taking it out for a spin. You might also 
wish to narrow your focus, investigating either Queen Mary’s Spanish marriage or Elizabeth’s 
prospects and the advice she got. David Loades Tragical History is a good place to start with 
Mary. For Elizabeth, check the assignments for March 3 (below). 

 

 Thomas Cromwell is a remarkably controversial character. Thomas Wolsey’s lieutenant 
and then replacement, Cromwell served King Henry VIII until 1540 when he was executed for 
heresy and treason. You’ve been assigned two acclaimed works of fiction, Thomas Bolt’s play, 
Man For All Seasons, and Hilary Mantel’s novel Wolf Hall, in which Cromwell is featured. 
You’ll want to read into Mantel’s sequel, Bringing up the Bodies. To Bolt, Cromwell plays a 
Machiavellian villain. To Mantel, he is King Henry’s much misunderstood, loyal servant. But 
why not begin sampling bits of Cromwell’s government work by travelling to the State Papers 
(Ms McCulley will be showing us how), type in Henry VIII, “general” and do a word search for 
Cromwell? His correspondence is calendered, and, alas, not much survived. Don’t let that deter 
you. Indeed, you might treat a few letters as word puzzles, deciphering the handwriting. Nearly 
all your work in the primary sources, however, will introduce you to other government agents 
during the 1530s. As for secondary sources, Geoffrey Elton’s is standard fare, yet two new 
Cromwell biographies will help you get your bearing and primary sources, to boot: Michael 
Everett’s Rise of Thomas Cromwell thinks him less a Machiavellian; Diarmaid MacCulloch 
thinks his A Revolutionary Life. These two will also provision you with a wealth of other 
interpretive studies to look through. Use or not (cursorily or in-depth) the fictional Cromwells, 
you’ll want to be certain sure to sift and judge what the historians have to say and check their 
primary sources in the manuscripts available. Was Cromwell the impresario of Geoffrey Elton’s 
Tudor Revolution in Government? Did he preside over an early modern version of “the police 
state”? Was he an evangelical hothead determined to destroy English Catholicism and cash in on 
the monasteries’ wealth?  

 

 Subversives in the 1570s and 1580s: according to Elizabeth’s Council, Jesuit missionaries 
and puritan evangelicals were prominent among them, challenging the government, not simply to 
be more tolerant but challenging the government’s right to govern. If you elect this topic, EEBO 
will become your good friend; Ms McCulley will tell you more. After the pope excommunicated 
the queen in 1570, Catholics were treated as enemies of the state. You can test that by consulting 
William Cecil’s Horrible Conspiracies or the work of some of his adversaries--maybe Nicholas 
Sander or Edmund Campion. Or you might want to concentrate on the puritans who strenuously 
argued that they wanted to be rid of bishops but not of secular authorities. EEBO will introduce 



you to Dudley Fenner’s Certain Godly and Learned Treatises, among others, but the man to 
watch would be Thomas Cartwright, who, with his London friends, submitted Admonitions to 
parliament in the early 1570s. Ample secondary literature awaits; Peter Holmes’s Resistance 
and Compromise is probably the best place to begin, if you want to sift English Catholics’ 
subversiveness; several of Patrick Collinson’s essays collected in Godly People should do, 
although his Richard Bancroft and Elizabethan Anti-puritanism is a lively account of a 
preacher who did more than any other to cast the puritans as subversives. EEBO will direct 
anyone interested to his Dangerous Positions and Pretended Holy Discipline. 

 

 Of course, England took an interest in European politics, and you may wish to as well. 
Wernham’s Before the Armada would be the place to start. Then pick your monarch and the 
country of interest and head to the state papers. During our first few weeks, you’ll get an idea 
about King Henry VII’s and young Henry VIII’s various steps and missteps with the French; 
unless some pair decides to “go Dutch,” I’ll devote a class to England’s later tact and tactless 
initiatives in the Netherlands. There’s plenty to interest those just returning from, or planning, 
trips to the European continent; Doran and Richardson, England and Her Neighbors ought to 
give you some ideas. Or you may be interested in the Tudors’ vexed relationship with Scotland 
and Ireland. The former not only pestered the English while Henry VII wore the crown, as you 
will discover but staged a major incursion soon after Henry VIII took over. King James IV got 
himself killed for the trouble. His granddaughter, Mary, conducted foreign policy, in a sense, 
while a prisoner in England for nearly twenty years. Paper topic? Start with John Guy’s My 
Heart is not My own.  

 

 The struggle between church and state runs through each of the above topics like a thin 
thread and comes into the foreground in the fourth topic. You may wish to concentrate on early 
crises that attended Catholics’ efforts to retain (then regain) their privileges and preprogatives. 
After King Henry VIII, Catholics seemed to be resurgent during Queen Mary’s’ reign but lost 
ground during her sister’s tenure and became so frustrated early in the seventeenth century that 
they tried to blow up parliament. You can plug into this controversy in multiple places, perhaps 
tackling the career of Bishop John Jewel, an exile during the Marian regime, who returned  and 
composed what could be called the defense of the Elizabethan reformed church. Start with his 
Apology, and either continue with the history of the relatively calm 1560s that ended with the 
Catholic revolt in 1569. Or go to Catholic or evangelical discontent during King Henry VIII’s 
reign, following the likes of Thomas Cranmer, Thomas More, Stephen Gardiner, or Hugh 
Latimer into EEBO and into the reigns of King Edward VI and Queen Mary. Maybe visit 
English Protestants’ efforts to arouse the laity (William Tyndale’s Obedience of a Christian 
man and Practice of Prelates), later efforts to calm and instruct laymen (Gifford’s Countrie 
Divinitie), to console them (Dering’s Godlie Letters), and to scold them (Phillip’s Summons). 
The early chapters of David Hall’s new Puritans should get you on your way into the relevant 
secondary literature, though I’m quite partial to  Dwight Bozeman’s Precisianist Strain, with 
which--on a few critical points--I disagree in Thinking of the Laity.     
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Awarding of Credit 
To be successful in this course, a student should expect to devote 10-14 hours each week, 
including class time and time spent on course-related activities. 
registrar.richmond.edu/services/policies/academic-credit.html  
 

Disability Accommodations 
Students with a Disability Accommodation Notice should contact their instructors as 
early in the semester as possible to discuss arrangements for completing course 
assignments and exams.  
disability.richmond.edu/ 
 

Honor System 
The Jepson School supports the provisions of the Honor System. The shortened version 
of the honor pledge is: “I pledge that I have neither received nor given unauthorized 
assistance during the completion of this work.”  
studentdevelopment.richmond.edu/student-handbook/honor/the-honor-code.html 
 

Religious Observance 
Students should notify their instructors within the first two weeks of classes if they will 
need accommodations for religious observance.   
registrar.richmond.edu/planning/religiousobs.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*updated 8/10/2016 
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